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Abstract: The popularity of the Internet and the electronization of music resources make it easier for people to get music what they like. However, facing abundant resources, it is difficult for people to find their favorite music accurately and timely. Personalized music recommendation algorithms play an increasingly important role in online music service systems. Traditional feedback method requires the user to give feedback explicitly, which not only increases information collection cost but also gives the user an additional burden. This paper proposes a content filtering recommendation method based on user implicit feedback and weighted socialized tags, and designs experiment to compare our recommendation method with fuzzy theory method. The experimental results show this method is more accurate than the fuzzy theory method in recommending music to the user.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the Internet and the wide implementation of music resources electronization, people can easily find a variety of music resources in a huge music electronic library. The music consumption patterns become different. People used to buy records or use music website to get songs. Now people can listen to, upload and share music through the online music service system\cite{1}. Facing massive music data, if the user cannot easily find their favorite music, it will extremely affect their experience. Thus, an effective personalized music recommendation algorithm is particularly important for the online music service system. Traditional relevance feedback method requires the user to give feedback explicitly, such as scoring, specifying keywords, selecting and tagging files, and answering questions\cite{2}. This feedback method enforces the user to do something beyond its normal activities, which increases the cost of information collection and gives the user an additional burden. Instead, the implicit feedback technique only collects natural interactive information between the user and the system, for example, browsing, listening or collection. It not only has a little intervention in user’s behavior, but collect a lot of information as well. So taking advantage of implicit feedback information and combining it with the personalized recommendation have practical significance. In this paper, we proposes a content filtering recommendation method based on user implicit feedback and weighted socialized tag for online music system.

2. Related Research

2.1 User Feedback

User behavior can be captured by online systems when they browse the site in the form of data. These data reflects the users’ real interest to some extent. We refer to it as user feedback, which is classified into explicit feedback and implicit feedback\cite{3} according to the accuracy of the feedback. Implicit feedback, which clearly reflects the user preferences. For example, upvoting, downvoting, scoring and so on. There are two general categories of explicit feedback: quantitative explicit feedback and dichotomous explicit feedback. 10 points or 5 points scoring system reflects...
the degree of user performance for items. Dichotomous explicit feedback includes: "top" and "step", "heart" and "trash", which represents like and dislike respectively and no difference in degree of like and dislike.

Implicit feedback cannot clearly reflect the behavior of the user's preferences. In terms of listening to music, clicking on the "next song", labeling the song, the order and the frequency of songs played, all these behaviors reflect the user's implicit feedback. Although these behaviors cannot explicitly represent the user's point of view, it is possible to infer the user's preferences by analyzing these information. For example, a song repeatedly appears in the user's play records, you can speculate that he may like this song; on the contrary, a song which is skipped by the user when he just listen to the half of it could be less welcomed for this user.

2.2 Socialized Tag

Socialized tags, which are often used to describe and categorize an entity, a concept or a perspective, are generated spontaneously by users of social platforms in the form of phrases or keywords [4]. Because users use their own language to produce them, the tags have the following characteristics: 1) the semantics meaning of tags indicate the user's understanding and feelings of the entity [5]. 2) different users may label the same resource differently. Because different individuals have different perception of music. 3) the most frequent tags of music entities reflect objective information. Although the individual's perception of music is different, the most frequently tag is the result drawn from all the user experiences in the social platform, which most people agree on. Therefore, the most frequent label represents the entire community's view of the music entity, which is close to the objective information of the entity [6]. 4) tags, composed of natural language such as sentences or words, have good semantic interpretation. They are easier for public to understand than acoustic features (pitch, rhythm, melody, etc.).

3. Method

This paper proposes a music recommendation algorithm based on the user's implicit feedback information and weighted socialized tags to filter content. This method mainly includes three modules: user behavior analysis, user interest modeling and filtering recommendation. Figure 1 shows the overall flow diagram of the recommendation system.

![Figure 1 flow diagram of recommendation system](image)

First of all, the system detects the user's feedback (skip, normal play and repeat) by analyzing the sequence of the user logs, and divides the songs into three groups (skip set, normal set and repeat set) according to the user behavior. Then we collect the most frequent tags and assign weights for the tags according to the frequency of the tags in the collection. Finally, the implementation of the content filtering method is used to get recommended results for the user. Experiments show that this method which fully-considered user behavior can more accurately describe the user's interest, making the recommended results better.

3.1 User Behavior Modeling

In order to obtain the user's preference, this article analyzes the user log to obtain the user's implicit feedback information. The method of this article is based on a simple hypothesis: the user playing single song cycle shows that the user loves the song; user who often skips a song shows he does not like the song, although once skip cannot infer that, but skip many times can make the probability of the user does not like the song relatively large.
The user can control the playing of the music player through the "next song" or "last song" button in the actual use of the online music service system. The log will record the start time of each song and the id of the song. The resulting log can be formalized as follows when a user in the use of online music service system during a session:

\[
\text{Session: } \{<\text{MBID}_1, t_1>, <\text{MBID}_2, t_2>, <\text{MBID}_3, t_3>, \ldots, <\text{MBID}_{n}, t_{n}>\}
\]  

(1)

\(\text{MBID}\) is the unique identifier of the song in the log, and \(t\) is the timestamp when the song starts playing.

Based on the above assumptions about user behavior and the form of user logs, the user log is analyzed as follows:

First step, calculate the playing time of each song, because the log records are timestamp, so the song playback time is: \(\Delta(t_n, t_{n+1}) = t_n - t_{n+1}\).

Second step, compare the song's playing time and its original length, if the user clicks on the "next song" button, the playing time is longer than the original length.

Last step, compare the MBID of the adjacent records in log, if the user clicks on the "previous song" button, then the MBID of adjacent records is the same.

Then formalize user behavior as follows:

Skip. In a session, If the user played a song did not finished, we judge the user clicked on the "next song" button, then we mark the song as "Skip". Formalized as follows, \(S\) is the threshold for determining whether or not a skip behavior, this article assumes that the user skip the song which he listen to 50% of the original length. That means \(S=50\%\).

\[
\text{Skip}(l_n, l_{n+1}) = \begin{cases} 
\text{true} & \text{if } \Delta(t_n, t_{n+1}) < S \\
\text{false} & \text{if } \Delta(t_n, t_{n+1}) \geq S 
\end{cases}
\]

(2)

Repeat. In a session, If the user repeatedly played a song, we judge the user clicked on the "last song", we mark the song as "Repeat".

\[
\text{Compare}(l_n, l_{n+1}) = \begin{cases} 
\text{true} & \text{if } l_m \text{ equals } l_{n+1} \\
\text{false} & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

(3)

Normal. In a session, the user only play a song once, at this time the user normally listened to the song and did not make the operation, marked as “Normal”.

3.2 User Interest Modeling

Through the analysis of user behavior in the previous section, we got the skip set, repeat set and normal set, the difference between the collections shows the difference in user interest. We analysis the user behavior of the three song sets, combine them with weighted social tags, establish a user interest model.

First, replace the content of song with the most frequent social tags of the song in the three song sets, and get the three tag sets; then remove the duplicate parts of the tag set and assign the weight to the frequency of the tag in the respective set. Then we get three tag vector positive tags (PT), Normal tags (NMT), and Negative tags (UT). Finally the user interest model is obtained by linearly combining the three tag vectors (\(\alpha\), \(\beta\), \(\gamma\) for the mixed parameter). The label weight is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Score}(t_i|u) = \alpha \times \text{score}(t_i|u, \text{PT}) + \beta \times \text{score}(t_i|u, \text{NMT}) + \gamma \times \text{score}(t_i|u, \text{UT})
\]

(4)

Where the \(\text{Score}(t_i|u)\) is the frequency of the tag \(t_i\) in the positive tags of the user \(u\) and \(0 < \alpha < 1, 0 < \gamma \leq \beta < 1\).

The key part of content filtering is to project the user interest model and the item feature vector into the same vector space. Therefore, it is necessary to project the song into the label space. This paper uses the most frequent social tag set of the song as the feature set of the song. The most frequent social tag collection of candidate song \(i\) is marked as \(iT\), then the user's preference for the song is predicted as follows:

\[
r_{ui} = \alpha \times \sum_{t_i \in iT\cap PT} \text{score}(t_i|u, \text{PT}) + \beta \times \sum_{t_i \in iT\cap NMT} \text{score}(t_i|u, \text{NMT}) + \gamma \times \sum_{t_i \in iT\cap NT} \text{score}(t_i|u, \text{NT})
\]

(5)
Where $\sum_{t_i \in iT \cap PT} score(t_i|u, PT)$ is the sum of the weights of the common tags in $iT$ and $PT$, and this value is regarded as the degree to which the user likes the song. Similarly, $\sum_{t_i \in iT \cap NMT} score(t_i|u, NMT)$ represent that the user does not like nor hate the song, $\sum_{t_i \in iT \cap NT} score(t_i|u, NT)$ indicates that the user does not like the degree of the song.

4. Experiments and Results

The dataset used in this paper is the public data set (Last.fmDataset-1Kusers) provided by the large music social website Last.fm. The data set contains 992 users during the period of May 2009 to May 2010, the total number of records is 19,150,868, because the data set does not contain the required method of the song social label (top tags and duration, so all of this information is retrieved through the web crawler through the track.info provided by Last.fm and added accordingly to the original dataset. The data set belongs to the same user and the time of the nearest 1/3 record assigned to the test set, the remaining 2/3 for the training set. In the user behavior analysis model, the effective interval for session is 1 hour, that is, if the time difference between the two records adjacent to the same user is greater than 1 hour, they are not in the same session.

In order to verify the validity of the tags with weight, this paper will be compared with the fuzzy theory of content filtering method without the weighted socialized tags proposed in paper [8]. The three mixed parameters in the user interest model are adjusted by parameter adjustment: $\alpha = 1, \beta = -1, \gamma = 0.5$.

The evaluation index of this experiment is as follows, where $k$ is the recommended list length.

1) Precision

$$\text{Precision} = \frac{\sum_{u \in U} |R_k(u) \cap T(u)|}{\sum_{u \in U} |R_k(u)|}$$  (6)

2) Recall

$$\text{Recall} = \frac{\sum_{u \in U} |R_k(u) \cap T(u)|}{\sum_{u \in U} |T(u)|}$$  (7)

The precision of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2

As what can be seen from Figure 2, the recommended precision is declining as the length of the recommended list increases. The method is better than fuzzy method in precision. When the value of $k$ is 1 to 5, the precision is no significant difference, but when the value is greater than 5, the precision difference is obvious. When $k$ is 25, the difference is the largest, and the precision of this method is 0.976, Fuzzy method precision is only 0.96, the average increasing of precision is 1.68%.

In Figure 3, with the recommended list increase, the recommended recall rate becomes larger. This paper is slightly better than the fuzzy method in the recall rate index.

Compared with the experimental results, the content filtering method based on the weighted socialized tags is superior to the fuzzy theory in terms of precision and recall rate. This is due to the user interest model with the weighted tag, which can better explain what the user likes and does not
like, because higher weight of the tag implies the user's preferred message, and vice versa.

![Figure 3 The Recall rate of the algorithm](image)

5. Conclusion

The user's behavior contains a lot of user implicit feedback information. These actions can effectively reflect the user's preferences for different items. Based on the analysis of user behavior, this paper proposes a content filtering method with weighted socialized tags based on user implicit feedback. The experiment shows that the modeled behavior of user and the weight of social tags can be better guess the user's preferences in music Recommendations.
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